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0. INTRODUCTION 
Consider Maxwell’s equations 
curlH=-S+oE+$, 
curl E = - $, 
(O-1) 
where E and H denote the intensities, respectively, of the electric and magnetic 
field, D denotes the electric displacement, B the magnetic induction and S is a 
given current density. 
We suppose that the medium is linear but anisotropic and nonhomogeneous, 
that is to say 
D = EE, B = pH, (04 
E and p being 3 x 3 matrices depending on the point x of the medium. 
The equations (0.1) can then be written 
[G ,“I 1 El + [cZr1 
and introducing the notation 
Y = [;I P 
0 0 
M= o o > [ 1 f=[$ 
the equations read 
where Ai are symmetric constant matrices. 
In the case where the medium is isotropic and E, p are bounded with a positive 
lower bound, Eqs. (0.1) have been studied by Lions and Duvaut in [2] where 
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the existence of a unique solution of the initial-boundary value problem with 
the perfect conductor boundary condition v x E = 0 (V denotes the outward 
normal to the boundary &Q of the basic domain Q) is established. 
Also symmetric hyperbolic operators of the form (0.3) with maximal non- 
negative boundary conditions have been studied in particular by Lax and 
Phillips [7], under the hypotheses that C(X) is differentiable and either positive 
definite or negative definite. 
Recently Majda and Osher [8] h ave given an intrinsic characterization of 
the uniformly well posed boundary conditions for (0.1): 
[ 
E-(E.v)v~vxH E-(E.v)v-vxH 
H-(H.v)v--v x E H-(H.v)v+-v x E 1 ’ 
S being a smooth matrix satisfying certain constraints and such that p(S) < 1; 
maximal positive boundary conditions correspond to )I S 11 < 1. For energy 
conserving boundary conditions (in particular for the case v x E = 0) one has 
1; S 1) = 1 and the uniform Kreiss condition is not satisfied. 
The existence and uniqueness of a strong solution of the initial-boundary 
problem under the uniform Kreiss condition is then established in [8] by 
proving an energy estimate under the hypothesis that C(X) is positive definite 
and varies smoothly. 
In this paper we make use of some results of Da Prato and Grisvard [l] and 
obtain the existence and uniqueness of a strong (or strict) solution of the homo- 
geneous initial-boundary value problem with maximal nonnegative boundary 
conditions, in particular with the perfect conductor boundary condition and 
with the impedance boundary condition (see, for instance, [6]), even without 
assuming C(X) to be invertible or differentiable. We also consider the case of 
time-periodic solutions. 
1. ADMISSIBLE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Let R be an open set of [w3, T < co, and suppose that 
(HI) Q is bounded, the boundary r = aQ of Q is of class C2 and Q lies 
locally on one side of I’. 
We denote Q = D X] 0, T[, Z = r x [0, T]. 
For each x E I’ let V(X) =I (q(x), Ye, v3(x)) be the exterior normal to I’ in x 
and A,(x) = Ci=i vi(x) Ai . 
Now put 
H = (Le(.Q))3, 3? = (Lys2))6, 
Y = ) y E X: $i A, g E Xl = {(E, H): E, H, curl E, curl H E H} 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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which is an Hilbert space with the scalar product 
37 
Then it is well known that (9?(a))6 is dense in (‘%“-, I/ . /Iv). 
Let Qx), ~a(%) be two vector fields satisfying 
n1 and va are Cl in x near r, (1.3) 
Vl * 212 = 0, Vl x v2 = (l/l v I)% lvl/ = Iv21 = 1. (1.4) 
Then the eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix A, = [& “:I are / Y (, - 1 v /, 0, 
with 1 v I2 = ‘& 1 vi I2 and the corresponding eigenvectors are, respectively, 
of the form 
Now consider the unitary matrix O(x) whose rows are the eigenvectors of 
One has the 
v2 Vl 
Vl -42 
--- 
VI v2 
v2 -v1 
--- 
Vl Vl 
Vl -v1 
= 
0, - 
-- 
O- 
-- 
0, 
04 
-- 
00 
7 where vl=+ 
LEMMA 1.1. Under the hypothesis (Hl) there exists a linear continuous mapping 
from V into (H-1/2(I’))4 which extends the trace mapping 
Proof. Under the hypothesis (Hl) ‘t ’ k I 1s nown that there exists the trace oper- 
ator y0 E _E”((P(Q))6, (H1/2(r))s) and a lifting operator 1, E 5?((@la(I’))a, 
(H1(Q))6) satisfying ‘yo 0 lsa = I. 
Now let q~ E (Hll”(r))4, + = 0: diag(/ v j-1, / v I-1, - / v I-1, - 1 v 1-1)~ and 
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consider z’ E (E?l(Q))G such that y,,~ = $5. Since for every 8 E (9(a))6, u E (Hi(Q))s 
one has by Green’s formula 
and (9(D))” is dense in $“, one can define a linear mapping rq from (Hllz(I’))4 
into @ by putting 
Besides taking 7~ = l& one has 
Thus ~~ is continuous and so there exists T(Y) = (~~(y))+~,...,~ E (I-P1~z(~))4 
such that 
%(F) = i (Yi > Ti(Yh VP, = (%L1....,4 6 w""m4> (1.7) 
i=l 
I dY)ll(w-1 2(1 )) 1 / - 4 < const. // Zo i/ 11 y Ii+,- . U-8) 
Moreover, since for every 19 E (9(a))6 one has by Green’s formula 
T&P) = /J&> $1 dx = jrb, 046) dx, %@w~N4, 
it follows that 
T(6) = 048 (j- , vqqf2y. 
Consider a vectorial subspace B(x) of C6 satisfying 
(H2) B(x) is maximal nonnegative with respect to A,(x), that is, 
(i) (6, A,(x)0 2 0, Vt E B(x), 
(ii) if S is a vectorial subspace of Cs containing B(a), there exists n E S 
such that (9, A,(x)T) < 0, 
(H3) B(x) varies smoothly near r. 
We shall consider the energy-conserving case: 
(E,440 = 0, vie EB(x), 
and the dissipative case: 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
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Condition (1.9) is satisfied if B(x) is either of the form 
B,,(x) = {(E, H) E @? y,(x) v x E = y&) v x H], (1.11) 
where yr , yz are complex-valued functions Cl in x near I’ (in particular, by 
taking yr = 1, yz = 0, we obtain the perfect conductor boundary condition 
v x E = 0), or of the form 
B,(x) = {(E, H) E V: v(x), E, HE T(X)} 
= {(E, H) E C6: v(x) x E . a(x) = 0, v(x) x H . a(x) = 0}, 
(1.12) 
where n(x) is the plane defined by [V(X), a(x)], a(x) being a given vector field, 
nonparallel to V(X), whose components are Cl in x near r. 
It can be easily shown that the spaces B,(X) and B,(x) satisfy (H2) and (H3) 
with dim B,(X) = dim B,(x) = 4 and conversely it can be seen that if B(X) 
verifies (H2) and (1.9) then B(x) is either of the form B,,(X) or B,(x). 
Condition (I .lO) is satisfied for instance by the space 
B,(x) = ((E, H) E C6: ul E + [(x) u2 . H = 0, o, . E - l(x) vl . H = 01, 
(1.13) 
c(x) being a given real positive function which is Cl near r. 
If the boundary is isotropic and C(X) = &-(x)/~~(x))~‘~ is smooth near r, 
condition (1.13) is the usual impedance boundary condition. 
We shall now see that B,(x) is maximal nonnegative with respect to A,(x). 
Let 0(x.) (respectively O+(X), O-(X), a,(x)) be th e matrix obtained by multiplying 
the first three columns of O(X) (respectively O+(x), O-(X), O,(X)) by C(X) and, for 
every [ = (E, H), define [ = ([v2E, H). 
Then B,(x) = (4: 0-l = 0} and (A,[, 6) = @4,6*o[, a[) = 5 1 v / 1 o+[ I2 > 0, 
V,$ E B,(x). Thus B,(x) is nonnegative with respect to A,(x) and dim B,(x) = 4. 
Furthermore B,(x) is maximal nonnegative, for otherwise there exists 
w $ B,(x) such that the vectorial subspace C of V spanned by B,(x) U (w} is 
still nonnegative with respect to A,(x). Then, by taking q~ = (i(vr . oJ1 - Iv2 . w2)ztl 
+ Hv2 . w1 + (vl w2)v2 , &((-'v, . w1 + v1 w2)v1 - g-'v, . 0.Q - 212 . w2)w2) 
one has v E B,(x), a+$j = 0 +i3, hence 6 = w - v E C and therefore (AJ, 6) = 
5 1 v 1 (I a+[ j2 - 1 6-f 1”) = -5 / Y / 1 6-G j2 > 0, which implies w E B,(x). 
Thus B,(x) has the asserted property. 
Now let A be the unbounded operator in S defined by 
D(A) = {y E V: Y(X) E B(X) on r>, (1.14) 
(1.15) 
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Observe that, in view of Lemma 1 .l, for every (I?, H) = J. E V one can 
define a trace of 0,~ on r which belongs to (H-1/2(IJ)4. Since 
(1.16) 
it follows in particular that z+ . E, zll . H, v2 . E, v2 . H have traces on r 
belonging to H-1/2(I’) and hence the same is true for v x E and Y x H. There- 
fore, if B(x) is either of the form B,,(x) or B,(x) or B<(x), (1.14) makes sense. 
Since the matrices A, are symmetric, A”(X) has constant rank (=4) near the 
boundary and (H2), (H3) hold, it is known (see, for example, Lax and Phillips 
[7]) that the operator A in X defined by (1.14), (1.15) is maximal nonnegative 
and so -A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
of contractions in 2. 
Let 
B*(x) = (7 E C6: (7, A& = 0, Vf E B(x)) = (A,(x) B(x))+ 
thus 
y(x) = q,(4; q(x) = q&4; 
B:(x) = (7) E c6: O+(x) 5j = 0) 
= {(E, H) E C6: v2 . E + l(x) v1 . H = 0, v1 . E - {(x) w2 . H = O}. 
(1.17) 
From (1.17) it follows that the operator A defined by (1.14), (1.15) with 
boundary conditions y(x) E B,(x) or y(x) E B,(x) on I’, is anti-self-adjoint and 
then A is the generator of a unitary group in .%?. 
Conversely if A is the generator of a unitary group in Z, then A* = -A 
hence condition (1.9) is satisfied and so the maximal nonnegative boundary 
conditions are either of the form (1.11) or of the form (1.12). 
Assume that 
(H4) The elements of the matrix u belong to Lm(.Q). 
Then the operator M defined by 
(1.18) 
belongs to 2(s), hence M + /I M )I is positive and therefore -(A + M + I/ WI) 
is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions in &‘. 
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Now let X = L2(0, T; Z) = (L2(Q))6 an d consider the operators A?‘, A’ in 3 
defined by 
D(d) = (y e %: y(t) E D(A) a.e., t k+ Ay(t) is in g} 
= L2(0, T; D(A)) 
(where D(A) is supposed to be equiped with the V-norm), 
(&Y>(t) = AYP), 
(&Y)(t) = MY(t), VYEE. 
Since -A E g( 1,O; Z), A satisfies 
d-4 1 IO, + 4, 
lItA + Y /Im~w~ d l/X1, x > 0, k = 1, 2 )... . 
Then by defining 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
m(t) = -44 + n>-‘y(t), t E [0, T]. 
one has yn E W4, llr,(t>ll~ 6 IIr(t)ll~ and m(t) --@‘r(t) (n - ~0) a.e. 
Hence, in view of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, it follows that 
Yn +%y (f.2 + co). 
Thus D(d) is dense in 3 and since from (1.22) and (1.23) it follows easily 
that 
p(-d) 1 IO, + a[ (1.24) 
and 
ll(d + W” ll‘cmr~ < l/h” VA > 0, k = 1) 2 )...) (1.25) 
one concludes, by virtue of the Hille-Yosida theorem, that -&’ is the generator 
of a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions in %. 
2. THE INITIAL-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
Let us assume now that 
(H5) The matrices E and p are Hermitian, nonnegative, with elements 
in L-(a). 
Then the operator V E y(b) defined by 
FY)(? t) = C(X>Y(X, t), VYE% (2.1) 
is self-adjoint and nonnegative. 
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Moreover we shall suppose that either 
(H6) 301 > 0: (EE, E)n 3 u i/ E 11; , VEEH, 
or 
(H7) (i) 301 > 0: Re(aE, E)H > cy iJ E ili , VEEH, 
and 
(ii) C(X) has constant rank p ,( 6 and its elements are continuous 
functions near Q 
is satisfied and that 
(H8) 3a > 0: (pH, H)H > cz 11 H 1~; , VHEH. 
Consider the unbounded operators @ and A in % defined by 
D(A) = {y E 3: %Ty E D(@)}, (2.4) 
A=@0%?, (2.5) 
the derivatives being taken in the sense of the theory of distributions. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under the hypotheses (H5), (H7), D(G) is dense in D(A) for the 
A-graph norm. 
Proof. In view of (H7), for every x E 0 there exists a q x q submatrix C,(x) 
of C(X) whose determinant is not zero and since det C,(x) is a continuous 
function of x it follows that there exists a neighborhood U(X) of x where det C,(x) 
does not vanish. 
Let ( Uj)ip, be a finite open covering of D extracted from ( U(X)),,~ and consider 
a Cm partition of unity (p)& subordinated to the covering ( Ui)iEl . 
Take y E D(d) and put yi(x, t) = ~~(~)y(x, t). Then supp yi is a compact 
subset of Ui and y(x, t) = x:is,yi(~, t). 
Now take i E I and suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that for x E Ui C,(X) 
is the submatrix of the first p rows and q columns of C(X). Since C,(X) is positive 
definite and its elements depend continuously on X, it follows that there exists 
/3 > 0 such that 
and thus 
(C&7(4 z, 4 3 P I z 12, vx E C”, XESUppyi, 
I GW z I < (1 /B> I z I > vz E C”, XESUppyi. (2.6) 
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Put 
jj ) qrows [ 1 > q rows y= -- and so y” > 6 - q rows > 6 - q rows. 
Since y E D(n) one has C,(dyJdt) E (L2(Q))‘1, C, y<(O) = 0 and from (2.6) 
it follows that dyJdt E (L2(Q))” and ~~(0) = 0. 
Now consider a sequence (z,),,N satisfying z:, E D(a), z, -+%yi (~2 -+ co) 
and define 
Then yn.< ED(@), yn,c -flyi @ * a), AY,.~ = C(4 4,,M = CC4 dyildt 
= Ay, and the lemma is proved. 
Since V is self-adjoint, nonnegative and commutes with 0 (i.e., y E D(G) 
impIies $?y E D(@) and V 0 @y = Q1 o Wy), there exists a self-adjoint nonnegative 
square root BE 9’(s) of V which also commutes with Cp. Thus 
CAY> Y>r = (SF? g , Y)% = (& g ,6y), = (0 0 &y, &y)s > 0, VY E W), 
and from Lemma 2.1 it follows that (1 is nonnegative. 
On the other hand 
D(@*)= ~M:~~~,a(T)=00), (2.7) 
and one has 
(4,4x = (w g Y z), = (Y, -w g,, + ((%y) (T), z(T))* (2.9) 
for everyy E D(A), z E fP(0, T;&'). 
Hence z E D(@*) implies z E D(A*) and R*z = V 0 Wk. 
Also, in a way similar to the one used in the Lemma 2.1, one can see that 
D(@*) is dense in {z E 3: gz E D(@*)j for the A-graph norm; hence, since (1 
and II* are closed, it follows that 
D(A*) = (ZEN-:'+?zED(@*)), (2.10) 
fl*=!D*0%?. (2.11) 
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Moreover since 
for every x E D(@*), and D(@*) ’ d 1s ense in D(A*) for the A-graph norm, one 
concludes that A* is nonnegative and so -A is the generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup of contractions in %. 
Let L be the unbounded operator in Z defined by 
D(L) = D(A) n D(d), (2.13) 
LY = AY + &Y + JQ, (2.14) 
where A,.xZ,&’ are defined by (2.2)-(2.5), (1.19), (1.20), (1.21), with (1.14), 
(1.15), and consider the equation 
Ly=f, fES-. (2.15) 
DEFINITION 2.1. y E B is said to be a strict solution of (2.15) if 
(y,f) E GraphL. 
DEFINITION 2.2. y E !Z is said to be a strong solution of (2.15) if 
(y,f) E Graph L. 
Observe that L may not be closable and so the closure of Graph L in X x X 
may not be the graph of an operator in the usual sense. 
In what follows we shall call a graph every subset of % x S and for simplicity 
we shall still denote by L the graph Graph L. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the hypotheses (Hl)-(H5), (H8), and either (H6) OT (H7) 
be satisjied and let L be the operator defined by (2.13), (2.14). 
Then for every f E % there exists a unique strong solution y of (2.15). Moreover y 
satisfies 
Ilrllx < cilflls. (2.16) 
Proof. First suppose that (H6) is satisfied. Then 
and thus V is an isomorphism from % onto 3”. 
Take A, x E lR such that 
ha 3 x > llfifll (2.18) 
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and let &I be the unbounded operator in X with domain D(d) and defined by 
dl = 22 + .44! + A%? - x. (2.19) 
From (H5), (H6), and (H8) it then follows that -(&‘r + 1) M 11) is the generator 
of a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions in 9. 
On the other hand, since D(A) = D(Q), D(A*) = D(@*), and A is closed, it 
follows immediately from (2.9) and (2.12) that -A Eg(l, 0; 3). 
Now consider the operator @ defined by (2.2), (2.3). One has 0 E p(G) and 
since Q, commutes with &r and A, it follows that 
II @(4 + II WI + g)Y Q--l II = II(4 + II Jf II + s)-l /I < I/s, vs > 0, (2.20) 
II q-4 + s>-l @-l II = ll(A + g)-’ II < l/s, vs > 0. (2.21) 
Thus one can apply Theorem 5.6 of Da Prato and Grisvard [l] to the operators 
-(J& + I/ MII) and -A. Indeed -(&r + (/ M II), -A Eg(l, 0; S), hypothesis (i) 
is satisfied by putting Y = D(Q) (see [I, Remark 5.81) and (ii) follows from 
the reflexitivity of b. 
One can thus conclude that the operator L, in % defined by 
satisfies 
WA) = W) n D(W, (2.22) 
LlY = clr + 4Y, (2.23) 
,4-L) 1 Ill M llzzw~ 7+a[ (2.24) 
which is to say that, for x > 11 M /I~P(~J , there exists an operator-still denoted 
by (& + x)-r-belonging to L?(T) and whose graph is 
(G + xl-’ = {(Y, 4: (G Y) EL1 + x> = {(Y, 4: (X,Y - xz) EL). 
Furthermore 
II(& + x)-l IlLa%-) < x _ ;I M ,I , vx > II Mllsw . (2.25) 
From (2.24) it follows that if x > 11 Mlls~~~ then z = (L, + x)-l(&tf) is 
the unique strong solution of the equation 
and (2.25) implies 
(L, + x)z = e-““f (2.26) 
II z I/% < x _ fi M,, 11 ?fll~ G (’ -27”’ m(Q))l’z x _ ;, M,, Ilfll% * (2.27) 
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Now consider a sequence (z,),,,~ satisfying 
% E D(L), z, -5 z, (4 + x> z, L e-?f, 
and put y = eAtz, yn = eAtz, . Then yn E D(L), yla +z y and Lyn = eAt(L, + 
x)zn +Xj, in other words, y is a strong solution of (2.15). 
Conversely if y* is a strong solution of (2.15) then z* = e-A?.+ is a strong 
solution of (2.26), hence z.+ = z and thus y* = y. 
Moreover from 
and (2.27) it follows that y satisfies (2.16) with 
43 c = 2qx _ // M,,) VT - e+-h 
where m(Q) denotes the Lebesgue measure of Q and h, x satisfy (2.18). 
Observe that if M is nonnegative, as is usually the case, then there exists a 
unique strong solution of (2.26) f or every x > 0 and (2.24), (2.25), (2.27), (2.28) 
hold with x - // MI] replaced by x. 
Suppose now that (H7) is satisfied. Then 
Re((d + Ag> Y, Y> 3 a II Y II% , IdYEs?-, A > 1, 
hence J?’ + hg - x is positive for every x < o( and so -&i Eg( 1,O; X) 
whenever 0 < x < 01. 
Also from Lemma 2.1 it follows that -/l E g( l,O; X) and it can be seen as 
above that [I, Theorem 5.61 can be applied to the operators --&i and --fl. 
Then 
P(4) 1 IO, + 4, (2.29) 
I 
ll(G + v1 llmr.) < Tg > \J6 > 0, (2.30) 
and so, if h > 1,O < x < o(, z = (e, + x)-l(e-^tf) is the unique strong solution 
of (2.26) and satisfies 
(2.31) 
It follows that y = eAtz is the unique strong solution of (2.15) and satisfies 
(2.16) with 
m(Q) 
C = T (eAT - e-AT), 
whereO<x<orand/\>l. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, f E D(@) implies that 
y is a strict solution of (2.15) and y E D(G). 
Proof. Let f E D(a). Since y = eAt(& + x)-l e-““f it follows from [l, 
Proposition 5.141 that y E D(G) n D(L) and soy is a strict solution of (2.15). 
Suppose now that the medium is the vacuum, i.e., 
(H9) E = p = I. 
One has the 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 and (H9) be satisfied. 
Then L is closable and the strong solution y of (2.15) is a strict solution whenever 
fED(4 + W). 
Proof. Assume that (H7) is satisfied. 
Since ZZ?; and fl commute, one concludes, applying [l, Theorem 3.31, that 
the operator L, is closable and its closure satisfies 
VA > 0, h = 1, 2 )..., 
$I+ X1-l (D(d) + D(A)) C D(L), VA > 0. 
(2.33) 
Thus L is also closable and from (2.33) it follows that, if f E D(d) + D(A), 
then y E D(L). 
The proof is similar assuming (H6). 
3. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
For X > 0 define the operators CD,,  A,, in k’E” by 
D(QA) = 1 y E %: 2 E X, eAry(0) = y(T)/ , 
Qny =3 
dt ’ 
and let 
W,) = {y E s-^: VY E D(@n)>, 
A, = cDn 0 97, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
D(h) = 44) n DWTd), (3.5) 
LAY = 4Y + &Y + dY> (3.6) 
D(L1,) = WA), (3.7) 
GY = 4Y + 4Y + Jr9 (3.8) 
D(t,) = D(@-,) n D(d), (3.9) 
e, =L-,. (3.10) 
(3.1) 
409/69/1-4 
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LEMMA 3.1. Under the hypotheses (H5), (H7), D(@,,) is dense in D(A,) for 
the AA-graph norm. 
Proof as that of Lemma 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that (HI)-(HS), (H8), and either (H6) or (H7) are 
satis$ed and let L, be defined by (3.7), (3.8). 
Then, for every f E .% and h su$kiently large, there exists a unique strong solution y 
of the equation 
L,,y = f. (3.11) 
Moreover y satisfies 
I’Y 11.9. G c Ilf I’% . (3.12) 
Proof. Suppose that (H7) is satisfied. One has 
(A,y, y)pL = p 2 ) y) 
.%’ 
= (6 1, dy),. = (@A o &Y, &Y>-P- 
= $(ezAT - 1) Ii 8y(O)llS 2 0 
for every y E D(@J, and thus from Lemma 3. I it follows that .4, is nonnegative. 
On the other hand it is easily seen that fl, is closed and 
Dp:) = )z E .2: $f E X, z(O) = eATz( T) 1 , (3.13) 
Hence 
D(A:) = {?i E .T: 9T.z E D(@,*)), (3.15) 
A: =%?0@. (3.16) 
= g(ezAT _ 1) i/ &Z(T)& >, 0 
for every z E D(@), and then, since it can be shown as before that D(@f) is 
dense in 0(/l?) for the cl,-graph norm, one concludes that -/l, is the generator 
of a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions in %. 
Analogously one shows that -an ~g(l, 0; 9”) and 0 E p(@,J. 
Also D(c&) is stable for (dI + s)-l and for (A, + s)-r, Vs > 0, and since @A 
commutes with &r and fl, it follows that the conditions of [I, Remark 5.81 are 
fulfilled whenever /\, x satisfy 0 < x < 01, h > I. 
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By applying [I, Theorem 5.61 to the operators -&t and --/1, one has that 
and that 
P(4) 3 IO, + m[ (3.17) 
1 
ll(G + s)-llbw~ < T > vs >o. (3.18) 
Therefore for every ;\ > I, 0 < x < N, there exists a unique strong solution z 
of the equation 
(L; + x) z = eef (3.19) 
and (2.31) is satisfied. 
Hence y = e% is the unique strong solution of (3. I 1) and satisfies (3.12) 
with c given by (2.32). 
The proof is similar if we assume (H6) instead of (H7). 
Also from [I, Proposition 5.141 it follows that 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, f E D(@,) implies 
that y is a strict solution of (3.11) and y E D(@,J. 
We consider now the case of maximal nonnegative energy-conserving boundary 
conditions, that is to say B(x) is either of the form B,(X) or of the form B,(X). 
Then A is the generator of a unitary group in 2, hence iz ~g(l, 0; 2) and 
therefore ~2 + &? + 11 M //z(~) E g( I, 0; 9). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that (H I)-(H6), (H8), (1.9) are satisfied and let e,, 
be defined by (3.9), (3.10). 
Then for every f E % and X su$Gntly large, there exists a unique strong solution 
Y of 
LAY = f. (3.20) 
Moreover y satis$es 
liy IiT d c lif 119. (3.21) 
Proof. Take 0 < x < Xol - /j M // and let &i be the operator with domain 
D(d) defined by &i = -C& - JZ + h%? - x. Then -A:, --&i Eg(l, 0; 9’) 
and it is seen as above that the operator @j= satisfies the conditions of [I, 
Remark 5.81. One can then apply [I, Theorem 5.61 to the operators -/lg and 
--&i and conclude that the operator L$ defined by 
D(L;) = D(@) n D&M’), (3.22) 
L:y = fl:y + &C?;y (3.23) 
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satisfies 
and 
&-I;$) 1 IO, + 4 (3.24) 
lI(i;^, L (y-’ II < 1 ,I& vx > 0. (3.25) 
From (3.24) it follows that there exists a unique strong solution z of the equation 
(L”, + X) z = -eAtf 
and then it is easily seen that y == e-Vz is a strong solution of (3.20). 
Furthermore (3.25) implies 
II Y 11% < Ii e+ 11.~. ~1 z 1’~ < t 11 e+ IIF II eAt IiT llfll~ < c lIfll2 
which completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3 be satisjied and suppose 
that f E D(@f). Then y is a strict solution of (3.20). 
Proof. It follows immediately from [I, Proposition 5.141. 
We remark that if M is nonnegative all the preceding results hold with j/ MI/ 
replaced by 0. 
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